Synaptic connections between eyelet photoreceptors and pigment dispersing factor-immunoreactive neurons of the blowfly Protophormia terraenovae.
Studies using various mutants of Drosophila melanogaster bearing defects in their visual system, including those of the retinal and extraretinal photoreceptor systems, have indicated that the extraretinal photoreceptor known as the Hofbauer-Buchner (H-B) eyelet plays an active, if subsidiary, role in the entrainment of circadian rhythms. In the present study, in the context of unraveling the function of extraretinal photoreception on circadian rhythms and photoperiodic responses, we searched for extraretinal photoreceptors in the blowfly, Protophormia terraenovae, and found that this fly has a homolog of the H-B eyelet. In addition, we show morphologically direct synaptic connections between the eyelet of P. terraenovae (called here Pt-eyelet, after the species' name) and pigment-dispersing factor (PDF)-immunoreactive neurons, which are putative circadian pacemaker neurons, by immunogold electron microscopy combined with intracellular dye injection. The Pt-eyelet was found to reside in the middle of the posterior surface of the optic lobe between the retina and the lamina, as does the H-B eyelet. This extraretinal photoreceptor was composed of at least four photoreceptor cells equipped with well-organized microvillar rhabdomeres. Rhodopsin 6-like immunoreactivity and also the response to light stimuli clearly showed the Pt-eyelet to be functional. The Pt-eyelet terminals in the accessory medulla exhibited synaptic bouton-like appearances and formed divergent multiple-contact output synapses. Synaptic contacts from the Pt-eyelet terminal to the PDF-immunoreactive neurons were identified by the presence of presynaptic ribbons and accumulated synaptic vesicles. Their possible function is discussed in relation to previous studies on circadian rhythm and photoperiodic response of P. terraenovae.